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Strategic-PublicationsOriental Cherry blossoms, Birds, and even a lovely Geisha are all designs featured in this series of paperback covers in this range of simple gratitude journals with lined pages, and there are cherry blossom on each page to color if you want as you journals about "I am grateful for..." Check out all the cover designs in this series to find the one you love!
Get more to share with friends. ADD TO CART NOW This Gratitude Journal includes: * Index page to track your most important event entries * Blossom Header with gratitude prompt and room for date and page number * Durable Gloss paperback cover to choose from with Oriental blossoms, birds, and or geisha themes * size 6"x 9" big enough for your writing, convenient
size for traveling with. * Pages 190 - 95 sheets * Fabulous thoughtful gift for girl friends and family Check out https: //www.amazon.com/author/strategic page for all the latest designs available A lifetime fan of Diary & Journal creation for her own writing and embellishing, Helene Malmsio has compiled a collection of Diaries, Journals and Bullet dot grid Planners in
paperback soft cover books for your pleasure. "When you use one of my Journals I want it to make you feel good. Knowing you can use these as a creative tool to craft a better life for yourself and your loved ones, is my inspiration - ENJOY!"
Lovely design features beautiful image of a cat, dressed as a geisha, in long, flowing kimono, and background dotted with cherry blossoms. Makes a great gift for lovers of the art, aesthetics, and history of Japan. A kitty cat geisha, a traditional image with a twist, adds a touch of whimsy to this homage to the land of the rising sun. Size 6x9 Inches, White Paper 120 Pages
(60 sheets front/back) Glossy Finish Soft Cover Design Blank Ruled Lines
Asian Journals
Machinists' Monthly Journal
India and Japan
Asian Cherry Blossom Ukiyo Edo Journal
Birds on Pale Blue - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
Gardeners' Chronicle, Horticultural Trade Journal
Large Size 8.5'' x 11'' x 112 Pages Unlined Pages Sketchbook White Paper Blank Journal with Black Cover Beautiful Gift for Your Friends Great Entry Level Blank Unlined Ruled Page Journal & Unleash Your Creativity Now Perfect for watercolor paints - colored pencils and crayons. Price for this notebook is unbelievable!
This cute journal can be also used as a diary and fits perfectly in your purse, tote bag or backpack! Perfect for school, university, home or on-the-go. Makes a lovely gift for those that are learning the Japanese language or love Japan and its culture. Journal Features: 5.2" x 8" dimensions 110 blank wide lined
white pages Duo sided wide ruled sheets Adorable glossy cover
Literary News
The American Silk Journal
Pretty Kawaii Maneki Neko Japanese Lucky Cat Geisha in Kimono with Cherry Blossom Flowers Notebook and Journal with Wide Lined Ruled Paper Pages for Girls and Women, Perfect Workbook for Writing Notes and Exercise
Japanese Geisha Sushi Sakura Cherry Blossom and Origami Copy Large Size 8. 5'' X 11'' X 112 Pages Unlined Pages Sketchbook White Paper Blank Journal with Black Cover Beautiful Gift for Your Friends
Cute Japanese Geisha Or Kokeshi Doll with Sakura Cherry Blossom Journal, Rule Lined Notebook for Girls and Women, Pretty Paper Notebook for Writing Notes, School Or College
Birds Moss - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs

Oriental Cherry blossoms, Birds, and even a lovely Geisha are all designs featured in this series of paperback covers in this range of simple gratitude journals with lined pages, and there are cherry blossom on each page to color if you want as you journals about "I am grateful for..." Check out all the cover designs in this series to find the one you love! Get more to share with friends. ADD TO CART NOW This Gratitude Journal
includes: * Index page to track your most important event entries * Blossom Header with gratitude prompt and room for date and page number * Durable Gloss paperback cover to choose from with Oriental blossoms, birds, and or geisha themes * size 6"x 9" big enough for your writing, convenient size for traveling with. * Pages 190 - 95 sheets * Fabulous thoughtful gift for girl friends and family Check out https:
//www.amazon.com/author/strategic page for all the latest designs available A lifetime fan of Diary & Journal creation for her own writing and embellishing, Helene Malmsio has compiled a collection of Diaries, Journals and Bullet dot grid Planners in paperback soft cover books for your pleasure. "When you use one of my Journals I want it to make you feel good. Knowing you can use these as a creative tool to craft a better
life for yourself and your loved ones, is my inspiration - ENJOY!"
Includes the Proceedings of the Royal geographical society, formerly pub. separately.
Birds on Blue - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
The Literary News
Cherry Blossom Golden Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
The Journal of the Scottish Rock Garden Club
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineer's Monthly Journal
The Floricultural Cabinet, and Florists Magazine

Journal: Geisha by Cherry TreesJapanese Journal, 120 Pages, 5.5 X 8.5, Japanese Diary, Soft Cover, Matte Finish, Lined JournalCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Do you love cute cats, kawaii or anime style and nature? Then this pretty notebook with maneki neko is perfect for you! Taking notes, writing, organizing your to-do list, journaling and brainstorming never looked so cool. Perfect for school, university, home or on-the-go, this cute notebook will add a little fun in your everyday life. Uniquely designed composition notebook can be also used as a journal or
diary and fits perfectly in your purse, tote bag or backpack! Makes a lovely gift for those that love cats, Japanese culture, food or is learning Japanese language. Composition Notebook Features: 7.5" x 9.25" dimensions (between A4 and A5) 110 blank wide lined white pages Duo sided wide ruled sheets Beautiful glossy cover
Journal: Geisha by Cherry Trees
Sketchbook
East Wind Melts the Ice
Locomotive Engineers Journal
The China Journal
Horlick's Magazine and Home Journal for Australia, India and the Colonies
Wide Ruled Notebook. Size: 6 inches x 9 inches. 55 sheets (110 pages for writing). Japanese Spring Kokeshi Doll. 158410715792. TAGs: spring, kokeshi, doll, cute, girly, vector, sakura, cherry blossom, geisha, kimono, yukata, kawaii, umbrella, girl, pink, japan, japanese, oriental, chibibi, chibibikun, sakura blossom
Travel with Comparative Mythologist Joseph Campbell to discover the power of myth in Asia At the beginning of his career, Joseph Campbell developed a lasting fascination with the cultures of the Far East, and explorations of Buddhist and Hindu philosophy later became recurring motifs in his vast body of work. However, Campbell had to wait until middle age to visit the lands that inspired him so deeply. In 1954, he took a sabbatical from his teaching
position and embarked on a yearlong voyage through India, Thailand, Cambodia, Burma, Hong Kong, Taiwan, and finally Japan. Asian Journals combines the two hardcover editions of Campbell's journals, Baksheesh & Brahman and Sake & Satori, into one paperback volume, an edited day-to-day travel diary of the people he met and the historical places he visited on his trek through Asia. Along the way, he enlivens the narrative with his musings on culture,
religion, myth, and politics, describing both the trivial and the sublime. As always, Campbell's keen intellect and boundless curiosity shine through in his lucid prose. From these pages, Campbell enthusiasts will come away with a deeper understanding of the man, his work, and his enduring legacy.
Geisha Blue - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
The Agricultural Journal
I Am Grateful For
Geisha - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
A Monthly Journal of Current Literature
Cherry Blossom Magenta - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs.

"To read East Wind Melts the Ice is to slip into a time stream that is both as long and sinuous as history and as ephemeral as the present moment. Drawing inspiration from the thousand year old history of Japanese poetic diaries, and form from the ancient Chinese almanac that she uses to contain her musings, Liza Dalby
has accomplished the seemingly impossible task of translating the sensibility of the Heian Court of 11th century Japan into the context of contemporary America. The result is a stunning chronicle of the beauty of time passing and an evocation of the transient and whimsical nature of all things."—Ruth Ozeki, author of My
Year of Meats and All Over Creation "I imagine Liza Dalby writing this book in an ancient library, a lion sleeping at her side, as in the paintings of Saint Jerome. As she collects and layers arcane and fascinating pieces of knowledge, she builds her own very personal almanac packed with the wonder of loving two cultures,
the intense inner life of each season, and boundless curiosity of the scholar/child. This is a book to dip in and out of throughout the year."—Frances Mayes, author of Under the Tuscan Sun "Liza Dalby's memoir of the seasons is as fresh and captivating as springtime. A very special book."—Michael Pollan, author of The
Omnivore's Dilemma "This beautiful book awakens the senses. A journal, an almanac of the seasons, and a series of reflections on ancient Eastern Chinese and Japanese cultures, here you will find subtle observations of rain and heat, tangerines, mulberries and paulownia trees, crickets and doves forming a rich tapestry
as they are woven with evocative fragments of history—stories of geishas, of salesmen who sold bulk fireflies, of the wood that was used for kimono chests, of emptiness in the tea ceremony. Like a lush garden, this book is meant to savor."—Susan Griffin, author of The Book of the Courtesans
Do you love cute kawaii things and Japanese food Then this pretty notebook is perfect for you! Taking notes, writing, organizing your to-do list, journaling and brainstorming never looked so cool. Perfect for school, university, home or on-the-go, this cute notebook will add a little fun in your everyday life. Uniquely
designed composition notebook can be also used as a journal or diary and fits perfectly in your purse, tote bag or backpack! Makes a lovely gift for those that love pandas. Composition Notebook Features: 7.5" x 9.25" dimensions (between A4 and A5) 110 blank wide lined white pages Duo sided wide ruled sheets Beautiful
glossy cover
Japanese Spring Kokeshi Doll Wide Ruled , Journal for Writing, Size 6 X 9 , 110 Pages
Cherry Blossom Charcoal - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
Geisha Green - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
Journal
Cute Kawaii Maneki Neko Lucky Cat Geisha with Japanese Sakura Cherry Blossom Ruled Paper Notebook Journal for Girls, Cute Lined Workbook for Writing Notes and Exercise
Japanese geisha art is a favorite among many. Now enjoy this wonderful lined Japanese notebook featuring Japanese geisha standing by the Cherry trees painted by the artist Yoshitoshi. This beautiful, lined journal is a great gift for women and all Japanese art lovers. Ready to Write Your Way into a New Life? Most of us know there is power in words, but are you aware of the force created from keeping a
journal? This handy, portable, lined journal to write in is exactly what you need to enjoy the power of a self-discovery journal. Maybe you're the type of person who loves to journal, write, capture your thoughts, record events, track daily activities, make lists, count blessings, express gratitude, create goals, or engage in a conversation with yourself, you'll find this lined notebook perfect. And don't forget, this Fine
Arts journal makes a wonderful gift, too. The Fine Arts Journals series features gorgeous and exquisite paintings by world-renowned artists. Special Features and Sections This delightful journal contains 120 pages and has some special features and sections: 5.5" x 8.5" size - portable and easy enough to carry with you 106 lined pages Cream-colored paper, smooth and 55#, suitable for ink, pencils, gel pens,
and coloring pencils 4-page Reflections section 2 Japanese proverbs for inspiration 2 coloring-page black and white graphic for your creative play 2-page Personal Index section Title page to record your name, date, or other information Smooth-to-touch matte-finish cover Cover image by a famous painter What Can Journaling Do for You? Extensive research exists that extols the benefits of journaling and
many neuroscientists are looking more and more at the impact of the hand-written ones where good old paper is used. Here are but a few reasons to give a paper journal a try: Increase learning. Improve memory and comprehension. Increase goal achievement. Increase self-awareness. Unlock creativity. Improve mood and self-confidence. As you can see, there are many reasons why this journal can be of
help. Why not scroll up and get your copy today? Beautiful Journals and Notebooks offers many more styles and varieties of journals and their usefulness is only limited by your imagination. Catch a dream, create a prayer list, or simply use one to record your expenditures as you go about your daily life. There are a 1001 ways to use a journal. What's your way?
I Am Grateful For...
Notebook
Japanese Journal, 120 Pages, 5.5 X 8.5, Japanese Diary, Soft Cover, Matte Finish, Lined Journal
Birds on Pink Stripes - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
Floral Blue - Decorative Lined Page Simple Gratitude Journal for Lovers of Oriental Designs
The Geographical Journal
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